SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 1. We measured the responses of 247 neurons recorded from the striate cortex of monkeys and cats as a function of the contrast intensity of luminance-modulated spatialtemporal sine-wave grating patterns to provide a qualitative description and a quantitative mathematical formulation of the contast response function (CRF).
1. We measured the responses of 247 neurons recorded from the striate cortex of monkeys and cats as a function of the contrast intensity of luminance-modulated spatialtemporal sine-wave grating patterns to provide a qualitative description and a quantitative mathematical formulation of the contast response function (CRF).
2. Qualitatively, it is possible to provide a general description of the contrast response function for the majority of cells as follows: as the luminance contrast of a pattern increases, the response increases in a relatively linear fashion over approximately 50-607o of the response range (generally less than I log unit along the contrast range), the slope of the function then begins a rapid compression to an asymptotic maximum-saturation response level. There is, however, a great deal of variation. from cell to cell, in the exact shape and location of the CRF.
3. Quantitatively, the responses of each cell were analyzed in terms of the leastsquares (parameter optimized) best fit using four different mathematical functions: linear, logarithmic power, and hyperbolic ratio. The results of this procedure showed that, across the range of contrasts measured ( 1.4-567o), the hypcrbolic ratio (H ratio) provided the best fit for the vast majority of striate cells: some 7O9o of the cells were best fitted by the H ratio and further, averaged across all cells, the H ratio produced the least average residual variance.
4. The contrast response function is an important factor when considering the spatial properties of cortical cells; nonlinearities in the CRF (compression and saturation) will necessarily influence the spatial tuning. We therefore measured the CRF at different spatial frequencies and used the parameters of the H ratio to test the predictions of two general classes of models. If the overall gain, compression, and saturation are set by the absolute response level (response-set gain), then the CRFs measured at different frequencies should shift horizontally along the contrast axis. Results show that the measured CRFs (tested on the same cell using different spatial frequencies) were shifted primarily vertically, suggesting that the gain, compression, and saturation were set by the absolute contrast level (contrast-set gain), relatively independent of spatial frequency; in terms of the H ratio, the semisaturation contrast and the exponent were relatively constant in comparison to the asymptotic saturation response. Thus, the spatial frequency response functions are relatively constant when measured at different stimulus contrasts.
5. There is a great deal of variation in the location of the dynamic response range, from cell to cell, along the contrast axis: some cells distribute their dynamic response range over the first lOVo of contrast, others the second, etc. (relatively independent of preferred spatial frequency). One might expect this range variation to be an important factor in behavioral contrast discrimination. To provide an indication of the average population response as a function of contrast, all cells were averaged together (percent response relative to each cell's maximum): the slope of the bcst-fitting [nwer function (0.77) falls well within the range of estimates found for human psychophysical contrast discrimination functions.
INTRODUCTION
The response behavior of sensory systems as a function of stimulus inte nsity has always 0022-3071 18210000-0000$01.25 copyright @ 1982 The American Physiological Society 211 been a fundamental concern of sensory physiology and psychophysics. The mathematical formulations (oftentimes canonized as laws) used to describe the results of such experimentation have been of equal concern and over the decades the source of long-standing debates (33, 34) . These and other concerns have led to much research exploring the relations between stimulus magnitude, neural response, and behavioral response. The present study was undertaken to provide a qualitative description and a quantitative mathematical formulation of the responses of visual neurons in the striate cortex of monkeys and cats as a function of stimulus intensity.
Following the pioneering investigations of Hubel and Wiesel (19, 20) , striate neurons have been the focal point of much research and in the process many of their important properties have been characterized. However, one important determining factor of the responses of striate cells has received very little experimental attention: namely, the response as a function of luminance contrast (what literature there is will be discussed below). This is somewhat surprising, given that striate cells are exquisitely tuned to respond to specific spatial-temporal variations of luminance contrast.
The recent approaches to vision research that use sine-wave grating stimuli, linear systems analysis, and Fourier mathe matics (and the resultant body of research-for general reviews see Refs.6, 10,31,32) provide several good reasons for analyzing the striate cortex contrast response function. The ultimate usefulness of the linear approach and the frequency response descriptions ol the visual system rest on the degree to which the system behaves in a linear fashion. While striate neurons have been shown to be linear in certain respects, nonlinearities in the contrast response function will limit the validity and usefulness of any predictions based on the assumption of linearity. In this study. striate neurons were examined under conditions similar to many other physiological and psychophysical experiments. The commonality of methods across a variety of different experiments will undoubtedly make a comparative analysis a more likell' possibility. To the extent that the striate cortex plays a role in luminance contrast-dependent visual behavior, the results of this analysis should complement the many relevant investigations (see DISCUSstoN beiow).
M ETHODS Preparation
The apparatus and general recording procedures are similar to those more fully described elsewhere (1, 2, 9). Briefly, macaque monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) and domestic cats were prepared for chronic experiments some days prior to the first neurophysiological recording: under deep barbiturate anesthesia a rigid plastic pedestal containing a recording chamber was attached to the animal's skull.
On the day of an experiment, the animal was anesthetized with a short-acting barbiturate (thiamylal sodium) and maintained throughout the e xperiment on 7 5Vo NrO 125E" 02 analgesia. Since no ear, eye, or mouth bars were used. discomfort was minimal. The animals showed no increased aversion to the experimenters or the experimental room as a result of this treatment; those previously tamed remained friendly. During the recording session, the animal rested on a foam-rubber pad with its head held by a plate screwed into the pedestal. It was respired through an endotracheal tube. with the respired COz being maintained at 4. 5Vo. T emperature was maintained within normal limits by means of a thermostatically controlled heating pad; the heart rate was monitored throughout the experiment. The actual experiments ran for about 12 h (l h preparation, t h recording, 2 h recovery).
The eyes were covered with contact lensesi accommodation was paralyzed. and the natural pupil dilated by applying cyclopentolate hydrochloride. The animal was refracted bl streak retinoscopy, corrective lenses were used to focus the stimuli on the retina. and a 3-mm artificial pupil was introduced. The eyes were immobilized bl continuous infusion of gallamine triethidiode. Action potentials were recorded from area I 7 neurons using glass-coated platinum-iridium microelectrodes. The action potentials were amplified and converted by a window discriminator to standard pulses. which were fed into and analvzed bv an on-line computer.
Display
Visual stimuli were generated line by line on either a) a Tektronix 654 oscilloscope under the control of a Nova I 220 computer or 6) a Conrac studio monitor under the control of a PDPI l. Tables of luminances to spe ctfy' each pattern (selfaddressing arrays) were stored in the computer and sent to the D/A controlling scope luminance one line at a time. synchronized to the raster scan of the monitor. Calibration ensured that the grating contrasts used were within the display's linear range (the linear range exceeded 6070 contrast, the maximum used was 56Vo). Patterns were drifted across the scope by changing the starting position in the stimulus array on each successive frame. To rotate the patterns, we placed the scope in a large wheel that rotated the whole unit. The scope face was viewed through a circular aperture in a large white screen maintained at roughly the same mean luminance level (27.4 cd/m2). The aperture subtended l8o at the 57-cm viewing distance used for cats and 6o for monkeys at a viewing distance of 172 cm.
E xperimental procedure
Once the response of a single cell was clearly isolated, its receptive field was located and centered on the display scope. Its preferred orientation, direction of movement, spatial frequency, and temporal frequency were approximately determined by listening to the spike trains while varying these parameters. Bar stimuli were then used to classify the cell as simple or complex according to the criteria of Hubel and Wiesel (19) . On the basis of these preliminary measurements, the responses of the cell to various spatial and temporal frequencies were quantitatively assessed with the orientation and direction of motion held constant at the optimum values. (For cells that did not show length inhibition, the grating was kept elongated; for those cells that did show length inhibition, the grating length was decreased to the optimum.)
We then proceeded to measure the contrast response function (for all 247 cells) while all other factors were held constant. Eight different contrasts ( 1.4. 2.4,4.0, 6.6, I1.5, 19.0, 33.0, 56.0) were presented in a randomly interleaved fashion. Each presentation consisted of 20 cycles followed by l5 s of no-pattern luminance; cumulative responses at a given contrast consisted of a minimum of 40 repetitions and a maximum of 100. For 22 cells this procedure was repeated using several different test spatial frequencies. The averaged peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) were collected in 5-ms time bins; from these PSTHs an on-line Fourier harmonic analysis was computed. For complex cells, the average responsc rate (minus the spontaneous activity), the DC component, was used as the response measure; for simple cells, amplitude of modulation (minus the spontaneous activity), the first harmonic component, was used as the response measure.
R ESU LTS
The primary goal of this study was to investigate and quantitatively characterize the rABLE L Mathematical formulations
responses of neurons in the visual cortex of monkeys and cats as a function of the contrast intensity of visual stimuli. To this end, we measured the responses of 247 cells ( I l0 cells from monkey, 137 from cat) to optimal spatial-temporal frequency sine-wave grating patterns presented at different contrasts. In order to characterize the resulting contrast response functions (CRFs) quantitatively, we performed a least-squares fit of the responses of each cell, using several different mathematical formulations. Thus, for example, we asked whether the responses of a particular cell were best fitted by a linear or perhaps a logarithmic function, the criterion for best fit being determined by which function accounted for the largest portion of the variance in response across contrasts (that is, which function produced the least residual variance). Four different functions, shown in Table l . were used to analyze the responses of all 24'7 neurons: linear, logarithmic, power, and hyperbolic ratio.
Contrast response function
A QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION. To begin, it is important to emphasize that there is a great deal of variation, from cell to cell, with respect to the exact form of the CRF: some cells are, with little doubt, best fitted by a linear function while others are best fitted by a log contrast function, still others by a power function. Furthermore, and perhaps of greater significance, there is a great deal of variation in the dynamic range of contrasts covered by a given cell: some cells distributing their response range from I to l07o contrast, others from l0 to 20Vo, etc. There is also a great deal of variation in the slopes of the CRFs (on log-log coordinates: from less than I to greater than 5). The variations noted above, and others, will be quantified in the following sections; however, the variation can be qualitatively seen in Fig. I where a variety of typical CRFs are shown plotted on log-log coordinates. The responses of each of the nine cells shown in Fig. I were analyzed for a leastsquares fit using the four functions shown in Table l ; the line drawn through the measured rcsponses of each cell represents the best fit of the four (the function and the parameters are as specified). The six cells e ' 0.61 shown in A-F are typical examples of striate CRFs best fitted by the hyperbolic ratio; as will be shown below, this function proved to be the best descriptor of the CRF for the overwhelming majority of striate cells. The cells shown in G and H were best fitted by a log contrast relationship; the responses n,2.7 % coilTRAST rtc. l. Contrast response functions for nine representative striate neurons; percent response (relative to the maximum response) is plotted on log-log coordinates as a function of the luminance contrast of spatial-temporal sine-wave grating patterns. The smooth curve drawn through responses of each cell is the best-fitting function of four candidates (H ratio, log, linear, power). As can be sccn, there is a grcat deal of variation from cell to cell with respect to the exact shapc and relative position of each ccll's contrast response. Some cells are best fitted by a log function, others by a power function; howcver, most are bcst fitted by the hyperbolic ratio. Note the variation in the position (along the contrast axis) where the dynamic response rangc is distributed. Animal type (monkey or cat) and ccll typc (simple or complex) are specified in the upper left corner of each graph (animal type-cell type); variations in this rcgard will bc prcsentcd below (the few cells shown hcre should not be taken as indicative of any ccll-rype lrcnds).
shown in 1 were best fitted by a power function. Quantitative normative statistics will be presented below concerning how the entire population of celis and the various subgroups (cat, monkey, simple, complex) were distributed among the four functions. Again, the point we wish to emphasize (and illustrate in Fig. I ) is the variation from cell to cell with respect to the form of the CRF.
Nevertheless, it is possible to provide a general qualitative description that applies to the majority (some 80-907o) of the striate contrast response functions. In general then, as the contrast of a grating pattern increases. the response of a striate cell increases in a relatively linear (possibly logarithmic, see DISCUSSIoN below) fashion; the slope of this linear increase is steep and thus covers a restricted contrast range (generally less than I log unit of contrast). At approximately 50-609o of the maximum response of a cell, the slope of the function begins a rapid decline; that is, the function begins an accelerating compression. Ultimately, the response totally saturates (the slope hyperbolically approaches zero) and remains at the saturated level or, in some cases, actually decreases to some extent.
Take for example one of the cells shown in Fig. I (say Fig. I C) . Over a contrast range of l-8Va, the responses of this cell cover some 60Vo of the cell's total response range in a relatively linear fashion. However, beyond this linear range the cell distributes the remaining 40Vo of its dynamic response range over a contrast range from 8 to 309o; beyond 3070 contrast the response is saturated and virtually static. Thus, for this cell, over a little less than I log unit of contrast the response was essentially linear, and then over the next 0.5 log unit of contrast the response was compressing to a saturated maximum response thereafter. While this general characterization is not applicable to all striate cells, as will be shown below, it is a good general descriptor for some 8O-907o of the total population.
The cells shown in Fig. I have been labeled as cat, monkey, simple, or complex; however. these should not be taken as necessarily exemplarv of any variation among the cell classes. As will be seen, the similarities among these different cell groups far exceed the differences. All the data presented in the following tables will be broken down in terms of these groups. A discussion of the general trends for all cells will precede a final discussion of group differences.
CLASSICAL FUNCTIONS.
ThC SCATCh fOT A general function to describe the intensity response behavior of sensory systems adequately has a long history. The two functions that seem to have received the greatest amount of attention are the log function, or Fechner's law (14) , and the power function, or Stevens' law (l{). We felt it was important to analyze the contrast-intensity response function of striate neurons from the perspective of these two functions in addition to a strict linear function (the relative fit of the hyperbolic ratio will be analyzed below). We therefore analyzed all of the 24'l cells with respect to the least-squares best fit of a linear, log, and power relation (refer to Table I ). A breakdown of how many cells were best fitted by each of the three candidate functions is shown in Table 2 . It should be clear from this data that across all subgroups a log function provides the best fit (compared to a linear or power function) for the vast majority of striate cells (some 80%).
If we look at the data from the total population in a slightly different way', by analyzing the residual variance unaccounted for after finding the best-fit parameters for each function, we find that the average residual per point is 271 + 14 (SE) for linear, 204 t l1 (SE) for power, and 120 + 8 (SE) for log. We can therefore conclude that over the contrast range tested (l-56Eo), a log function in comparison to a linear or power function provides a much better fit to the contrast response function of striate cells.
Given that the responses of most striate cells tend to compress and saturate at higher response rates, as described above, it is not too surprising that a log function should fit better than a linear function. If we were to restrict the analysis to the beginning portion of the CRF (say the first log unit of contrast), the analysis could potentially produce rather different results (see ntscusstoN). However, demonstrating that a log or linear function provides a better fit over a (judiciously selected) restricted range becomes somewhat untestable (particularll' since, as The best-fitting (parameter optimized) linear, log, and power functions were derived for the responses of each cell individually and then the residual variance was compared. Shown are percentage of cells best fitted (least residual variance) by linear, log, and power functions, broken down across the various subgroups. Thus the first three columns provide the p€rcentages for all cells, the second three columns show all cat cells. the last three columns show all monkey cells. As can be seen, given these three functions and responses over a range of l-56Vo, some 8070 of the population is best fitted by a log function. Values in parentheses are numbers of cells.
one restricts the range, the actual differences expected are not very large-given small perturbations, many nonlinear intensity response functions are well approximated by a linear function).
HypERBoLtc RATIo. As discussed above, the contrast response data from striate cells can be qualitatively described as linear over a restricted range, then showing gradual compression, and finally total saturation. This type of behavior is quite adequately characterized by a hyperbolic function (H ratio) of the form response (C) = R..,'(C ltC" + Cro")) where R-"* refers to the maximum response rate, C5o refers to the semisaturation contrast (the contrast required to produce 507o of the cell's maximum response), and n, the exponent, relers to the rate at which the changes occur. This function was first used by Naka and Rushton (30) to fit voltageintensity data from retinal S potentials. It has since been used to describe the intensity response functions of retinal neurons in a wide variety of vertebrate species (4, 5, ll, I 3, 16, 22, 37 ) in addition to luminance sensitivity measured in human psychophysical studies (3, 15, 17, l8) .
We wished to determine the validity of using this relationship as a general descriptor of the contrast response behavior of striate neurons. We therefore began by asking two experimental questions: a) which of the four functions, linear / log I power/hyperbolic, provided the best fit for the largest proportion of neurons; and b) which of the four accounted for the largest proportion of the variance in response across contrast (that is, which produced the least average residual variance across all cells).
The answer to the first question is shown in Table 3 . Of the four functions. the hv- The best-fitting (parameter optimized) linear, log, power, and H ratio functions were dcrived for the contrast responses of each cell individually and then the residual variance was compared. Shown are the percentage distributionsofthe cells best fitted by each ofthe four functions (broken down across animal type and cell type as in Table 2 ). Values in parenthescs are numbcrs of cells. 45  19  19  78  70  68   334255  19  2t  20  22  15  t7  5  6  5  7  9  ll  73  70  7t  69  7t  65   5   IJ   3  19 perbolic ratio provides the best fit for some 7lVo of the cells and a log function for some 197o. This general trend is seen across all groups: monkey, cat, simple, complex. The answer to the second question is shown in Fig. 2 , where the distributions of residual variance are shown for each function type; the means and standard errors associated with these distributions are shown in Table  4 broken down for the various subgroups. From these results it becomes clear that the hyperbolic ratio is by far the best general descriptor for the striate cell contrast response functions. The average residual variance per data point was 38.4 + 3.5 (SE): the log function is not really a very close second (l2o + 7.8 (SE)).
To help illustrate the type of fit these four functions are providing for a typical striate cell, the data points for a particular cell are shown in Fig. 3 plotted on linear-linear coordinates with the best fitting a) linear function, b) log function, c) power function, and d) H ratio. As can be seen, a strictly linear function over the entire range provides a very poor fit; as will be shown below, when the analysis is restricted to the first I log unit of contrast, both a linear relationship as well as a log relationship provide reasonable fits. Over a larger range of contrasts, a log function provides a much better fit than a strict linear function, since it not only characterizes the first few responses quite adequately, but then turns (concave downward) to accommdate the compression and saturation of the cell's response. The log compression, however, is not nearly rapid enough to accommodate the cell's accelerating compression. The values of the parameters of the power function that best fit these data points result in a function that compresses much like a log function (concave downward). Of the four, the H ratio provides the best total description of the linear dynamic range in addition to the nonlinear compression and saturation that this cell shows.
The values of the parameters of the hyperbolic function vary considerably from cell to cell, as would be expected given the qualitative differences that can be seen in the CRFs of different cells. These values can be used to quantify some of this variation in a useful way. The semisaturation constant is an excellent indication of the overall sensi- Distributions showing the average variation between the measured responses and the predicted responses (following parameter optimization ). Responses of each cell were fitted by the four functions (linear. log, power, hyperbolic ratio) and then the squared deviation per point was indexed. While some cells are best fitted by a linear relationship, others by a power function or log function, averaged across all cells, the H ratio provides a better description of striate cell contrast response functions.
tivity of each cell, since it tells us the contrast required to reach a fixed criterion of response (namely 507o of the maximum response); furthermore, the semisaturation constant falls on the linear portion of the dynamic range. The distributions of the values of all three parameters are shown in Fig. 4 for all cells, and the means and standard errors across all subgroups are shown in Table 5 ; this analysis includes all cells except some 99o of the cells that produced values of C5s that exceeded 1007o contrast. An analysis of these cells with a semisaturation constant in excess of 1007o contrast showed that they were best fitted by either a strict linear func- Responses of a typical striate cell as a function of contrast are plotted on linear-linear coordinates showing the best-fitting (parameter optimized) Iinear, log, power, and hyperbolic relationships. As can be seen, the H ratio provides the best description of the typical CRF: a linear incrcase over a restricted range followed by acce lerating compression to ultimate saturation. While a log function and power function do show response comfrression. the compression docs not accelerate or saturate. A linear function, over the entire range of contrasts measured, is clearly inappropriate (sec Fig. I4 for an analvsis of linearity over a restrictcd range). FIc. 4. Distribution of the optimized parameters of the hyperbolic relationship for each cell (save 22, or 9Io. with Cro in excess of 100%; see text). Each cell has a slightly different set of values. The exponent specifies the rate of change, or slope of the function: the C56. or semlsaturatron constant, moves the curve horizontally and provides a good index of the contrast sensitivity at half the maximum response: R.., specifies the saturation point (values greater than 100 indicate that some cells had not vet reached saturation at the highest contrast measured ). While the H ratio may be well suited to accommodate some 707o of the total population of cells. its value would be diminished if it was grossly inaccurate in describing the rest of the population. Fortunately, this is not the case. Those CRFs that are best fitted by a log function or a power function with an exponent less than 1.0 are quite adequately described by the H ratio as well; the ultimate saturation is simply moved to higher contrasts. The point is that, with the goal of parsimony in mind, it is possible to describe some 907, of all striate cells using the H ratio; the increase in residual variance (as indicated in Fig. 2 and Table 4 ) is reasonably small. DYNAMIC RANGE VARIATION. TheTe is a great deal of variation from cell to cell in the absolute location of the dynamic response range along the contrast axis; different cells respond over different ranges ofcontrast. This variation is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the contrast response functions for four different cells are shown; these cells all had very similar spatial frequency tuning and were all encountered during the same electrode penetration. As can be seen, the dynamic response range of each cell covers a slightly different range of contrasts. At a given low contrast, one cell may already be saturated, another silent, and a third may be optimally positioned such that the contrast falls within the dynamic linear range. Such range variation could be an important factor in behavioral contrast discrimination; in general. when considering the activation of a large population of cells, increasing the contrast of a grating produces an increase in both a) the overall number of action potentials produced as well as b) the overall number of cells responding.
To provide a quantitative indication of this range variation for the total population of cells we computed (from the best-fitting function for each individual cell) the contrast required to reach 50Vo of each cell's maximum respons€ (that is, we computed the semisaturation contrast): the values were oto?o304A5060 % CONTRAST rtc. 5. Contrast response functions of four striate cells plotted on lincar-linear coordinates to illustrate the variation that occurs, from cell to cell, in the location of the dynamic portion of the response range. along the contrast axis. Thcse four cells had similar spatial tuning and wcrc cncountcrcd during a l-mm penetration pcrpcndicular to laminae. One cell begins responding at l% contrast and saturates by l0%t another cell does not bcgin rcsponding until l0% contrast. Flc.6. To quantify the range variation, the average semisaluration contrast (the contrast required to reach 509o of a cell's maximum response) is plotted conjointly with (as a function of) preferred spatial frequency (cells recorded from cat cortex are averaged together in the left panel, monkey cells in the right panel). One standard deviation is plotted on each side of the mean to indicate the variation in the location of the dynamic response range that occurs, from cell to cell, across the range of preferred frequencies. Such range variation indicates that cells distribute their limited dynamic response ranges over different restricted contrast ranges: multiple channels along the contrast axis. Fig. 6 , where the means and standard deviations of the semisaturation contrasts are plotted as a function of spatial frequency. As can be seen, the standard deviations indicate the variation that occurs, from cell to cell, in the location of the dynamic range; further, the average values indicate that these distributions are very similar across the range of preferred spatial frequencies.
Contrast response and spatial tuning
While some of the CRFs of neurons in the striate cortex are in fact strictly linear (some 5Va of the total population across the range of contrasts measured), the vast majority have a dynamic linear response range only over a limited contrast range (generally less than I log unit of contrast, depending on the cell's particular exponent and semisaturation contrast). Outside of the linear range, the cells are a) essentially silent, b) completely saturated at the maximum, or c) in the process of nonlinear compression to the asymptotic level. In other words, beyond their respective dynamic linear range, the CRFs of most striate cells are quite nonlinear (the range of the latter generally exceeding the former).
Given compression and saturation of the contrast response function. it is appropriate and important to ask what the consequences of such nonlinearities might be on the spatial processing of striate cells. What sort of responses might one expect when the contrasts of a given spatial pattern exceed the linear range of a given cell. To test several different possibilities, we measured the CRFs of 22 cells at several different spatial frequencies and then analyzed the data using the hyperbolic equation, which is capable of distinguishing different models (cf. Refs. 17, l8 and Ref. l5).
One simple model, re sponse-set gain, would place the burden of the nonlinear compression and saturation on the final common response-generating mechanism of the individual striate neuron: the gain is set by the response level (Robson (31) discusses similar theoretical issues and some of the consequences of such a model; see also Evans (12) for a similar discussion in reference to the auditory system). This compression would be applied after the spatial summation had occurred. Thus, for example, a given cell may have a restricted response range and a fixed maximum response (R,"^) beyond which it cannot be expected to operate; it therefore compresses any and all excitation, independent of other stimulus variables (e.g., spatial frequency, temporal frequency, orientation, etc.) solely on the basis of how far up the response axis a certain response had moved. Such a mechanism can potentially result in the cell producing equivalent responses to optimal stimuli (presented at or beyond the saturation level) and nonoptimal stimuli (presented at high contrast); once an optimal stimulus produces the maximum response, nonoptimal stimuli can catch up if their contrast is raised.
Given such a mechanism, which has been demonstrated for other visual neurons (25), one would expect the CRFs measured at different spatial frequencies to shift to the right horizontally as the spatial frequency is varied from the optimum value. Or, in terms of the hyperbolic relationship, the maximum rate of firing (R-",) and the exponent (n) would be expected to remain constant and only the semisaturation constant (Cso) should increase (directly proportional to the frequency attenuation factor). Such a scheme would have the desirable quality of producing (from a nonlinear CRF) identical spatial-frequency sensitivity curves independent of the response criterion used (the STRIATE CORTEX: CONTRAST RESPONSE 227 sensitivity ratio between different frequencies would remain constant, at least up to saturation). Since the nonlinear gain is determined by the response, if we hold the response level constant, the effect of the nonlinearity should be nullified (cf. Ref.
3l).
A second model, contrast-set gain, would place the burden of the nonlinear compression and saturation on a mechanism that precedes the striate response generation and possibly even the spatial summation of the light distribution: the gain is set by the contrast level. It is possible that some mechanism prior to the striate neuron (or at least prior to the neuron's response) clips or compresses the potential excitation more as a function of the luminance contrast and not the actual response level. If the input to the rc0 roo % CONTRAST FIc. 7. Contrast response functions for four cells measured using several different test spatial frequencies. The best-fitting H ratio was found for each test frequency; values of parameters, along with the test frequencies, are shown to the right of each curve. Qualitatively, curves appear to shift vertically downward along the response axrs as the frequency is varied from the optimum value. Quantitativell, this effect is seen in values of parameters of the best-fitting H ratios: within a given cell, the exponent and the scmisaturation contrast are relatively constant across spatial frequency in comparison to R.., (which varies considerably). Such vertical shifts preserve the relatrve frequency response function independent of contrast. These results are more consistent with a contrasl-set gain mechanism as opposed to a response-set gain. The percent deviation from the mean within a given cell was computed for each parameter. These population statistics substantiate the behavior illustrated in Fie. 7: the primary shift of a given cell's CRF. when measired at different spatial frequencies, is vertical and not horrzontal. As the test frequency is varied from the optimum value, the exponent and semisaturation contiast remain relatively fixed while the R.", decreases inversely proportional to the attenuation factor. The attenuation factor thus remains relatively constant independent of contrast. striate cell already carried the compressivesaturation function, then the striate cell would reflect the same function, independent of spatial frequency. Compression and saturation would occur at the same contrasts (not response) for all spatial frequencies.
Given this mechanism, one would exDect the CRF to shift vertically downward as the spatial frequency was varied from the optimal value. In terms of the hyperbolic relationship, we would expect the exponent (n) and the semisaturation constant (Cso) to remain fixed at different spatial frequencies and only the maximum response rate (R-",) to vary inversely with the frequency attenuation factor. This second scheme would have the desirable quality of producing (from nonlinear CRFs) identical spatial frequency response curves, independent of the contrast used to measure the responses (the response ratio between different frequencies would remain constant across contrist).
The results of measuring the contrast response function at different spatial frequencies are shown in Fig. 7 for four different striate cells. The measured responses were fitted by the hyperbolic relationship and the values of the parameters that produced the least-squares fit are shown to the right of each individual curve. As can be seen, the predictions of the response-set gain model were not fulfilled; the CRF of a given cell does not shift to the right (as the spatial frequency is varied from the optimum) but rather shifts downward. This qualitative effect can be seen quantitatively by examining the values of the hyperbolic parameters, for each cell individually. In general, the exponent (n) and the semisaturation contrast (C5s) are relatively constant while the maximum response rate is quite variable.
To provide a quantitative indication of how a larger population of cells behaves under similar circumstances. we computed the average deviation from the mean value of each parameter, within a given cell, as frequency was varied from the optimum. The distributions of these deviations are shown in Fig. 8 for a sample of 22 cells. The distributions of n and C56 are clearly shifted to the left of the R."* distributiou the medians demonstrate that most of the variation across frequency is occurring in the value of the R-"* parameter: the curves shift primarilv vertically.
The cell shown in Fig. 78 is replotted again in Fig. 9 with the specific predictions (elaborated above) from the two different models (response-set gain versus contrast-set gain) superimposed on the actual data points. The curves in Fig. 9A were generated by holding n and C5e constant, leaving only R_". free to vary with frequency (to produce the best fit). The curves in Fig. 9^B were generated by holding R.", and n constant and only allowing Cr6 to vary. As can be seen, the contrast-set gain model provides a much better fit to the actual data than does the response-set gain model.
The type of behavior illustrated in Figs. 7-9 has several interesting implications for CONTRAST RESPONSL B RESPONSE . SE.r GAIN and sensitivity (l0B) functions. As can be seen the frequency response curves vary little with the fixed contrast measurements. whereas the sensitivity curves vary considerably with the fixed criterion of response measurements. The bandwidths beside each curve help quantify the observations. It is worth noting that the bandwidth of the spatial-frequency contrast sensitivity curve becomes very narrow given a high criterion of response; if a subsequent mechanism required a similar response level for transmission, the spatial frequency information would be quite specific.
Dffirences and similarities among cell types
Analysis of the data in terms of the various cell types-simple, complex, cat, monkeyrevealed only relatively small variations in the general trends outlined above. The statistics shown in Tables 2 through 5 are broken down in terms of these subgroups to facilitate such comparisons. For example, Table  3 shows that some 707o of the total population is best fitted by the H ratio: this per-
% @ilTRAST rlc. 9. Predicted contrast functions (solid lines) and measured contrast response functions for a representative cell. In ,4, lhe rate of compression and saturation is set by the overall level of contrast, independent of spatral frequency; the test frequency primarily inffuences the maximum rate. In 8, the rate of compression and saturatron is determined by the overall response level: the test frequency primarilf influences the semisaturation conrrast. As can be seen, predictions from the contrast-set gain model provide a more accurate description of the measured resDonses. ro r00 the overall spatial tuning characteristics of striate cells. First of all, as noted above, the ratio of the responses produced by different spatial frequencies (the frequency attenuation factor) remains fixed, independent of the contrast of the patterns. Thus, for example, examining the responses of the cell shown in Fig. 9,4 shows that frequency 0.5 cycle/deg produces 7 or 8Vo of the response generated by the optimum (1.0 cycle/deg), relatively independent of the test contrast of the patterns.
However, the same is not the case for the spatial frequency sensitivity curves generated at different response criteria. As the fixed criterion of response increases, the sensitivity ratio between a nonoptimal frequency and an optimal frequency would not remain constant. If a very high criterion of response is chosen for the cell shown in Fig.  9A (say beyond 40 spikes/s), only a very small band of frequencies will be capable of reaching that criterion. at any contrast.
To illustrate these observations, we have replotted the data shown in Fig. 9 in terms of the spatial-frequency response (Fig. l0l Fig. 9 . In ,4, the spatial frequency response functrons measured using three different contrasts are plotted on log-log coordinates. In I, the spatial irequency sensitivrry functions measured using three different response critcrion livels are plotted. As can be seen, the overall shape and bandwidth change little as the contrast of the test is varied; however. the tuning changes considerably as the response crlterion is varied (the bandwidth being inversely related to the response criterion). It is worth noting that if a subsequent cellular mechanism (receiving input from a striate neuron such as the one illustrated in Frgs. 9 and l0) required a relatively high level of response (say above 809o of a cell's maximum). the resulting sensitivity would be rather low: however, the spatial frequency information transmitted would be quite specific. Average population response, broken down in terms of animal type and cell type. is shown to provide some indication of cell type variation. The pe rcent response of each cell (relative to the maximum) was averaged across all cells of a given type (CRFs of all cells were thus weighted equally) and plorted on log-log coordinares. For cat. the H ratio provided the best 6t to data (n = 1.4, Cr = 12.5): for monkel, a power function provided the best fit (slope = 0.78). f)ifferences between simple and complex cells are difficulr ro drscern.
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ntc. 12. Toprovideacharacterizationof theaverageCRFforcomparisonpurposes.theupperandlowerbounds (2 SE above and below the parameter means) of the average H ratio are shown for the population of cat cells and monkey cells separately. As can be seen, the mean exponent and semisaturation contrast are greater for monkey in comDarison to cat. One way of illustrating the similarities and differences among cell types is to generate average contrast response functions. To provide such characterizations, we developed two separate methods, each isolating different types of information. The first method provides an indication of the average percent excitation level (an average population response) of all cells within a given class (say, all monkey simple cells) as a function of stimulus contrast. The results should teli us what percentage of the total excitation possible, for a given class of cell, is achieved at any given contrast.
To generate these population response functions, we summed together the normalized responses (percent relative to maximum) of each and every cell within a given group across all contrasts, and then divided by the number of cells in that group. The resulting data points (response means) for all cell types are shown in Fig. I l. Each point represents the average percent excitation of all the cells within a particular group produced by the given contrast. As can be seen, the differences between simple and complex cells are quite small.
There is no compelling a priori reason to expect these data points to fit any particular mathematical function. Each cell has a siven dynamic range distributed over a limited contrast range. Thus, at say ll%o contrast, some cells will have already begun to saturate while others have not yet begun to respond at all. As the contrast increases, more and more cells are activated; whether this increase in the number of cells responding (in addition to the increase in the response level of each cell) should be linear or otherwise is an empirical question. The data points for cat cortical cells (both simple and complex), shown in Fig. llA , were best fitted by the hyperbolic relationship drawn through the points (n: 1.4, Cso = 12.5). The data points for monkey cortical cells (both simple and complex), shown in Fig.  I18 , were best fitted by the power function drawn through the points (slope = 0.78).
The second method for characterizing the general CRFs of different cell types was to average across the values of the parameters of the best-fitting hyperbolic relationships (across all but the 9Vo with semisaturation constants beyond 100). We took the average values and then added or subtracted two standard errors from each to produce the two most distant functions, as shown in Fig. l2A for cat and l2B for monkey. There does appear to be a distinct difference between the average cat and monkey contrast response functions. The 95Vo limits (of the estimates of the means) do not overlap until trasts (the first 0.5-1.0 log unit of contrast); as the contrast increases beyond the dynamic linear range, the response begins to compress (over an equivalent range of contrast, 0.5-1.0 log unit) and then ultimately, the response saturates at a maximum rate of fir_ ing. Quantitatively, the results of the analysis indicate that, of the four mathematical formulations tested, the hyperbolic ratio provided the most accurate and general desCription of the contrast response function of striate neurons. The H ratio numericallv specifies all three salient characteristics of the response function: the linear increasegradual compression, and saturation.
Linear versus log functions The previous brief reports concerning the relationship of striate cell responses to the contrast of sine-wave grating patterns have been somewhat contradictory: some suggesting a log function, others a linear funition. Maffei and Fiorentini (26) provide six examples of striate cell CRFs that appear qualitativcly to be besr fitted by a log contrast function over some range of conirasts, often followed by saturarion. Ikeda and Wright (21) show one example of a cortical CRF and state that, in general, the responses of striate cells increase as the log of contrast. Other studies ( l, 28, 36) report that the relationship between response and contrast is approximately linear over restricted ranges: however, beyond that limit, the respon"ses the contrast reaches some 20Vo. These differences can be seen in the distributions of the slopes and semisaturation constants for cat and monkey cells shown in Fig. 13 . The average exponent is certainly greater for monkey cells and the average semisaturation contrast is also greater. Simple and complex cell average H ratio functions were not different. Referring back to Table 5 , it is apparent that the average values of the populations were virtually unchanged airois simple and complex cells within a given animal (well within +2 SE).
DISCUSSION
The major goal of this investigation was to describe and characterize, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the responses ol neurons in the visual cortex of monkeys and cats as a function of the contrast or iniensitv of spatial stimuli. To this end we *"urur"i the responses of 24'7 striate neurons as a function of the contrast of optimal spatialtemporal sine-wave grating patterns, and then analyzed the fit of the responses (using least-squares criteria) with respect to foui potentially useful mathematical relationships: linear, logarithmic, power, and hyperbolic ratio.
Qualitatively, the results of these experiments show that in general the responie of most striate neurons increases in a relativelv linear fashion over a restricted ranse of con- The first point worth raising concerns the great variety of CRF types that commonly occur in a random sample of striate cells; as illustrated in Fig. I and numerically specified in Tables 2 through 4 , over a contrast range of 1.4-56Vo some cells are best fltted by a strict linear function, others by a log function. It would therefore not be surprising to find examples of each in a sample of cells. A second point concerns the criteria used to determine which relationship best describes the measured responses; with the exception of the one cell shown by Ikeda and Wright (21) , there are no reports of a numerical index used to ascertain quantitatively which function provided the best fit. Given the extant variation, objective numerical criteria seem required.
A third point concerns the methodological feasibility (and practical necessity or desirability) of distinguishing whether a log or linear function provides the best description of the response over restricted ranges of contrast. Even if we set aside the problem of judiciously selecting the limits of the restricted range, it is nevertheless the case that as the contrast range tested is decreased, the actual differences between the two functions is decreased. Measuring such small differences would not only be difficult, but in a practical sense unnecessary. This point is illustrated in Fig. 14 where the responses of a typical cell are plotted across a 1.6 log unit range of contrasts (1.4-56V"): the leastsquares analysis, however, was restricted to the five responses that occur over the first 0.9 log unit of contrast ( 1.4-I l.5Vo). As can be seen, the fit provided by each of these two functions is virtually indistinguishable over the first 0.9 log unit of contrast. In favor of the linear function the sum of squares was slightly less; however, note that the log function fit on the basis of the first five points is certainly in a better position to capture the sixth point, whereas the linear function is quite distant. In the end, as the analysis is restricted to small ranges of contrasts (small perturbations), the number of functions that can provide a good fit increases.
Some final considerations concern the goal of accurate simplicity. Since either function may well fit the first 0.5-1.0 log unit of contrast, parsimony would move us in favor of the linear assumption. However, the ulti- 14. Contrast response function for a typical striate cell plotted on linear-linear coordinates; the solid curves show the best-fitting linear and log function when the least-squares analysis is restricted to the first five data points (0.9 log unit of contrast). As can be seen, there is verl' Iittle difference in the goodness of fit between log and linear when the analysis is restrictedi both functions provide an adequate fit. Fortunately our options are not restricted. As we have shown in the RESULTS section above. the H ratio provides a mathematical relationship that is very similar to what is actually measured for striate cells: linear increase over a restricted range, gradually accelerating compression, to an asymptotic final saturation. All three components of striate cell contrast response behavior are summarized in this one accurate and simple formulation.
Contrast response and spatial variable
The nature of the contrast response funclion will necessarily influence the spatial-analytic capabilities of cortical cells, particularly as the function deviates from linearity. The nonlinear aspects of the striate cell contrast response function (compression and saturation) can potentially have adverse effects on the ability of a cortical neuron to signal the presence of a specific spatial-temporal luminance contrast reliably and accurately. If the compression and saturation are set by the absolute response size (that is, if the gain is response set), then the following inaccuracy will result: optimal stimuli will produce the largest responses at low contrasts but as the contrast increases. nonoptimal stimuli will generate responses as large as optimal stimuli. This state of affairs is illustrated in Fig. 98 where, given the response-set gain curves, a contrast of 607o will produce essentially equivalent responses to a set of spatial frequencies which, when presented at lower contrasts, produce quite nonequivalent responses. Such unreliability would seem undesirable.
However, as shown in Figs. 7-10, the compression and saturation of the striate cells' contrast response function do not seem to be a simple function of the absolute response magnitude; the point at which the response to a given frequency will begin to compress and saturate is set more by the absolute value of the contrast (and not the response). The response to each test frequency will begin to compress and saturate at the same fixed contrast. The net result of this contrast-set gain mechanism is to maintain the spatial tuning characteristics independent of stimulus contrast.
Psyc hophy sical inves t i gations of contrast
There are now several reports of human psychophysical suprathreshold contrast discrimination functions (7, 24, 29, 35) and magnitude estimation functions (8, 23 ).
These studies were all performed using similar stimuli: luminance-modulated sine-wave grating patterns. While the relations between stimulus strength, neural activity, behavioral discrimination. and sensation magnitude are certainly not obvious or experimentally demonstrated (cf. Ref. 38) , it is nevertheless worth examining the behavior of neurons under conditions similar to those used in psychophysical experiments and comparing the results from the two analogous experiments.
The psychophysical measurements of the contrast discrimination function (CDF) all agree that the just noticeable difference in contrast of a test grating increases with the contrast of the background grating, qualitatively in accord with Weber's law. Quantitative estimates of the slope of the CDF plotted on log-log coordinates range from 0.5 to l.0, depending on the exact methods (generally falling short of Weber's law). Several possible neurophysiological correlates at the level of the striate cortex can be suggested.
It is possible that the increase in the contrast just noticeable difference simply reflects the type of compression shown by single striate cells. It is certainly the case for most cells that over a range of contrasts from I to 56Eo, the increment in contrast required to produce a given increment in response will generally increase along the contrast axis (the slope of the function relating response to contrast generally decreases). If we use a power function to characterize the responses of all of the cells in our sample, we find that the average slope of the function (after least-squares parameter optimization for each cell) was 0.59 + 0.002 (SE) for all cat cells and 0.85 t 0.004 (SE) for all monkey cells; a comparison of the means across simple and complex cells revealed no significant differences. Thus, the compressive contrast response functions shown by individual striate neurons may be a contributing factor in the compressive behavioral contrast discrimination function.
A quire differcnt consideration stems from the fact that diffcrent striate neurons distribute their respective dynamic response range over different portions of the contrast range. Some cells begin responding at l% contrast and are completely saturated by l0% contrast; others begin responding at 57o too t3to30too % CoNTRAST FIG. 16 . Data points show the average response of the entire population of 247 cortical cells; the normalized contrast response functions from each and every cell were averaged together across contrast to provide some indication of how a large populalion of visual cortical cells might respond during the course of a typical behavioral contrast-discrimination task. To derive the two power functions shown, 2 SE of each population mean were added and subtractedi these upper and lower bounds were then analyzed for a least-squares fit (the saturated response at 5670, primarily from the cat cells, was excluded from this analysis-compare Fig. I l: if 569o is included, values of the high and low parameters become: A = 9.7.6.2. B:0.6.0.7). These eslimates of the slope of the population contrast response function (the average being 0.77) are all well within the range of estimates found for behavioral contrast discriminacontrast, and still others at l0 or 207o. Thus, as a background contrast increases, the response level of some cells would increase to saturation while others would begin to respond. Given this, one might expect that over some range of background contrasts (perhaps l-307o) there would always be some group of cells responding over their respective dynamic linear ranges.
We might term the first suggestion a nonlinear single-channel model, since the behavioral CDF might reflect the average compressive physiological CRF. The second model might best be termed a linear multiple-channel model, since the CDF will reflect the summed activity of multiply' positioned (along the contrast axis) linear CRFs. These two models are illustrated in Fig. l5 where the average power function for all Regardless of whether these models will help describe the physiology of behavioral contrast discrimination, it must surely be the case that many cells (a population of cells and not just an individual cell) will be activated by the inducing background contrast and the test contrast. It is therefore useful to have some indication of how the activity of a large population of cells (preferably the entire ensemble of cells in the cortex) increases with contrast. To this end, we averaged together (across all cell types: cat, monkey, simple, complex) the normalized responses (percent relative to maximum, thus giving each cell equal weight) ol each and every cell from our sample of 247 cells. While there are a varietv of different methods (and basic assumptions) one could use to derive a population response, the average population contrast response function shown in Fig. 16 provides us with the sum total response for a sample of 247 visual cortical neurons; this summed population response is presumably somewhat comparable to the average cortical response that is evoked during the course of a typical behavioral contrast discrimination task. The slope of the power function that best fits the average response of all the neurons added together (over the l-33Vo contrast range) is 0.77, a value well within the range of the psychophysical estimates.
